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QUESTION 1

Which MAF application artifact must the developer select to deploy a Feature Archive? 

A. ApplicationController project 

B. maf-feature.xmlfile 

C. entire application workspace 

D. ViewController project 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/maf210/mobile/develop-maf/maf-apps-get- started.htm#ADFMF25136 

(2.6.3) 

 

QUESTION 2

You are debugging an MAF application. The application stores the total cost of items in the user\\'s shopping cart in a
managed bean variable. The total cost is then displayed in an AMX page via anamx:outputTextcomponent. A button is
pressed on the pageto add another item to the shopping cart, and, as a result, the total cost value is changed in the
managed bean. However, you notice that the value is not changed in the AMX page. 

Which is the reason for this behavior? 

A. The total cost variable does not have aPropertyChangeListenerfiring on data change. 

B. The scope of themanaged bean ispageFlowScope. 

C. The variable is anintinstead of adouble. 

D. Theamx:outputText partialTriggerproperty must include the ID of theamx:commandButtonthat is invoking the
change. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A service developer is creating a service that will be used by mobile clients. Which piece of advice should the developer
consider while designing it? 

A. Design for next generation interfaces to ensure that their services will not need to change in the future. 

B. Carefully choose the implementation language and the monitoring capabilities. 

C. Consider the interface types, payloads types, and security approaches which are easily consumed by mobile
devices. 

D. Create services that are arcane in nature to enhance the security of the services. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify two characteristics of a responsive mobile application design. 

A. adjusts the back-end access to services based on the protocol being used 

B. adjusts the mobile UI based on the device orientation 

C. responds to user gestures such as tap and hold or swipe 

D. adjusts the mobile UI based on screen size 

E. immediately responds to changes the user makes to a field value in the UI layer. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true about consolidating dataqueried from a SOAP web service and a REST-JSON web service
locally on the MAF client so that it can be exposed in a single data control? 

A. The SOAP web service returns an XML response, whereas the REST service (as per thequestion) returns a JSON
response. The two cannot be combined in a unified data control exposure. 

B. SOAP web services and REST web services with a JSON response (as per the question) can each be transformed in
data objects stored in data services. A Java layer on top can be used to expose the information on a single data control
interface. 

C. Data queried from different web service sources and web service types must be transformed and consolidated on the
remote server to ensure unique keys and payloads. 

D. REST web services with a JSON payload (as per the question) can be accessed from the SOAP data control. The
framework automatically converts the JSON string schema to an XML structure. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/maf210/mobile/develop/maf-web- services.htm 
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